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Productive zakat is a strategic mechanism to help alleviate poverty. This study aims to explore the mechanism by which BAZNAS manages productive zakat in an attempt to help alleviate poverty in Indonesia. This study uses a qualitative exploratory approach. Documentary data pertaining to zakat distribution to mustahiq in the urban poor Surabaya was collected from the East Java BAZNAS office. Several interviews with the leaders of this office were also conducted to capture their views on the management of productive zakat. The results showed that to reduce the poverty of the urban poor, the BAZNAS applies a strategic distribution of productive zakat implemented through (1) a revolving capital loan to increase venture capital of the mustahiq members of MSMEs run under the qard al-hasan contract, and (2) providing work equipment for starting or developing businesses. These mechanisms were effective in helping the poor for starting and expanding their business, hereby improving their wellbeing. It is suggested that amil zakat may increase the allocation of zakat distribution for productive purposes, rather than for one stop consumption. This study expands the understanding of the currently developed approach to zakat management and provides sound good practices in reducing poverty.
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Introduction

Islam views poverty not only as one that can endanger the faith, moral and mind, but also as calamity and disaster that must be seriously resolved. An effort to reduce poverty is the creation of a mechanism by which the wealth of the haves is channelled to the entitled recipients. Zakat is an official institution in Islam directed to create equality and justice in the community in order to improve their standard of living (Hafidhuddin, 2007, p. 104) and to escape from the poverty line (Adebayo, 2011; Ahmed, 2004). In Indonesia, an individually and directly handing over of zakat to the mustahiq or to an amil of religious figures and socio-religious organisations has been common practice due to the view that zakat is a Godly personal matter and the
influence of classical fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), and this is mostly in a consumptive way (Mubasirun, 2013).

Previous studies report the distribution of zakat both for consumptive and productive purposes. Research on the consumptive approach includes Harisah & Zainulloh (2019) who reported that in Sampang the practice of zakat distribution was consumptive to meet the basic need of the recipients. Riadi (2020) also reported that the distribution of zakat by the National Amil Zakat Agency (BAZNAS) Mataram were in many forms, yet in terms of the empowerment of mustahiq was still less optimal, e.g., in providing capital and a revolving fund, suggesting that it still focused on a consumptive rather than a productive approach. Further research by Thalib, Irwan, & Ro’is (2017) was aimed at managing zakat to overcome poverty in the City of Bima and found that the distribution of zakat was still consumptive so that it has not been able to bring about a significant change in the recipient welfare.

Studies dealing with the distribution of zakat in a productive way include Haidir (2019) who questions whether providing venture capital by BAZNAS could lessen poverty in Yogyakarta City and found that it did reduce poverty, increase income and give birth to new entrepreneurs. Wiradifa & Saharuddin (2018) found zakat distribution in BAZNAS South Tangerang City in three forms: traditional consumptive, traditional productive, and creative productive. Hidayati et al. (2020) analysed the strategies of zakat distribution in Jombang in a productive way under the name of “Jombang Makmur,” covering skills training for SMEs, working tools assistance to start/develop a business, direct capital grants, revolving capital assistance to MSMEs, and shariah business financing in the form of capital loans to SMEs.

Several research studies specifically examine the relationship between productive zakat and poverty alleviation. For example, Andriyanto (2011) conducted research on the management and distribution of zakat, infāq and šadaqāh (ZIS) funds for poverty alleviation in Central Java, but did not focus on the urban poor and also through the Indonesian Zakat House, which is not a regional BAZNAS. Similarly, Kholiq's research (2012) examines the role of several amil zakat institutions in reducing poverty in the city of Semarang through a capital loan assistance program, but not a revolving capital loan. More recent studies include Sari et al. (2019) which found that zakat reduces poverty and that it helps the poor escape from the poverty line.

Previous studies indicate a variety of mechanisms for the distribution of productive zakat and that the productive zakat has positive impact on poverty alleviation. However, the kinds of programs designed by BAZNAS for poverty reductions vary across agencies. This article, therefore, aims to elaborate practices of productive zakat distribution in its attempt to reduce poverty traps of the urban poor community. The study took place at the East Java BAZNAS in Surabaya City, Indonesia, as a case analysis. The study broadens the understanding of the zakat management model and approach. In addition, it suggests good practices in programs and roles that zakat institutions can play in reducing poverty.
Literature Review

The Qur'an uses several terms for the meaning of zakat, namely: zakat (QS. 2:110), šadaqāh (alms) (QS. 9:103), infāq (spending simply to please Allah) (QS. 17:100), dan haq (right) (QS. 6:141). These four terms are often used interchangeably to mean similar thing. Zakat is called infāq (QS. 9:34) because it is the surrender of property for the virtues commanded by Allah Almighty. It is called alms (QS. 9:60) because one of the main purposes of zakat is to get closer (taqarub) to Allah Almighty. Zakat is called a right because it is a definite decree that must be given to the entitled receivers (mustahīq) (Kemenag RI, 2013, p. 20).

According to the major Sunni madhhab (school of thought), Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbali define zakat slightly differently, yet for the same meaning. Hanafiyyah scholars define zakat as specifying a portion of property in accordance with Sharīʿah. The Maliki School views it as the withdrawal of portion of a specific property that has reached niṣāb (the minimum amount a Muslim must have before being obliged to give zakat) to the entitled recipients. Syafi’iyah scholars define zakat as an expression of the release of property in a special way. The Hanbaliyah school defines zakat as a right that must be removed from a specific property for a specific group (Al-Zuhayly, 2000, p. 3).

In the early Islamic history, zakat was only required on five types of assets: (i) gold and silver; (ii) commercial goods; (iii) self-feeding animals such as camels, cows and goats; (iv) plants and: (v) metal goods and treasure. The types of assets that must be taken as zakat continue to develop along with the development of current patterns of economic activity. According to contemporary scholars such as Yusuf Qaradawi, the assets of obligatory zakat are divided into nine groups: (i) livestock; (ii) gold and silver including dinars and dirhams and other currencies; (iii) trades; (iv) agricultural products (including honey, productive animal, and agricultural land); (v) mining and marine products; (vi) investment for industries; (vii) buildings; (viii) services and professions and: (ix) shares and bonds (Qaradawi, Kahf, & Siddiqui, 2011, p. 235).

One of the aims of zakat is to improve the economic condition of the entitled recipients called mustahīq, covering eight categories: faqir (the poor), miskin (the needy), amil (zakat collectors), muallaf (the new converts to Islam), riqab (freedom of slaves), gharimīn (the heavily indebted), sabīlillāh (strivers in the cause of Allah), and ibn sabīl (wayfarers) (QS. 9:60) (Departmen Agama RI, 2010). Zakat is an Islamic teaching that aims to realise social justice through the mechanism of wealth distribution from the rich to the poor. Islam requires that wealth should not only spin among the rich. Normatively, Islam views that in the wealth of the rich there is the right of the poor. Thus, the true zakat is the practice of worship in Islam which is in line with efforts to alleviate and overcome poverty (Qaradawi et al., 2011, p. 425).
The contemporary progressive thoughts in zakat have resulted in the establishment of BAZNAS under Presidential Decree No. 8 of 2001 which has the task and function of collecting and distributing zakat, *infāq* and *ṣadaqāh* (ZIS) at the national level. It is a non-structural government institution that is independent and accountable to the President through the Minister of Religious Affairs. Ten years later the Indonesian Government issued Law Number 23 Year 2011 on Zakat Management to strengthen the role and function of BAZNAS (Baznas, 2019). The operation of BAZNAS is based on Islamic law, trust, benefit, justice, legal certainty, integrity, and accountability (Lamuri, 2016).

Through zakat institutions, Islam stands to provide protection for the interests of the poor by instilling moral responsibility to the rich to pay attention to the poor (Kemenag RI, 2013, p. 10). Thus, zakat becomes one of the alternative solutions in building the ummah economy to improve their living standards and alleviate poverty (Mkuu & Yusoff, 2017; Nadzri, AbdRahman, & Omar, 2012; Shaikh & Ismail, 2017) while creating a climate of solidarity among humans. To realise this goal, help alleviate poverty and eliminate social inequalities, there needs to be a professional management of zakat (Sadili, 2003, p. 93). The shift from consumptive to productive distribution of zakat is also necessary, e.g., supporting education, provision of low-cost housing, and economic development (Amarudin, 2019; Ardiani, 2020; Wahab & Rahman, 2011; Wicaksono, 2019). According to Mufraini (2006) there are two kinds of distribution of zakat for productive purpose, namely traditional productive that will create jobs for the poor, e.g., cows, and creative productive such as giving capital for entrepreneurs.

Zakat collection by BAZNAS has experienced a positive development, and even the institution has been considered efficient and effective due to the implementation of a modern professional management system. According to the Director of Operation of BAZNAS, the total potential of zakat in Indonesia is IDR280 trillion (Susanti, 2019). However, its annual collection is far less than the targeted. According to BAZNAS statistics, in 2019 the average growth of zakat accumulation in the last five years was 25.72%. In 2015 the growth was 10.6% amounting a total of IDR3,65 trillion and in 2019 was 26% representing a total of IDR10,22 trillion (Baznas, 2020, pp. 7–8). However, there is a growth discrepancy among provincial level BAZNAS. In response to this, continuous socialisation activities should be carried out so that zakat and its management through legal institutions can gain bigger public trust.

An effort has been made to maximise zakat distribution including using current information technology. For example, Asa (2019) designed a program using algorithm C4.5 for smooth and correct distribution of zakat. Similarly, Afriyenis, Rahma, & Aldi (2018) devised a program using information and technology such as an SMS centre and social media to support better distribution of Zakat in Padang. Andiani, et al. (2018) analysed various strategies by which BAZNAS collects and distributes zakat and suggested that sharia banking was the most strategic partner. However, recent evaluation shows that the distribution of national zakat was very effective that is around 90 percent of the collected (Bahri & Khumaini, 2020).
Methods

The purpose of this study was to analyse the implementation of productive zakat management in reducing urban poverty. To meet this objective, the researcher used qualitative research with an exploratory method. This study took place in the East Java BAZNAS branch located in Surabaya, Indonesia. Data collection used document review techniques (Bretschneider, Cirilli, Jones, Lynch, & Wilson, 2017) and interviews. Documents reviewed were printed and viewed electronically covering institutional reports, meeting notes, and customer records. Interviews were conducted with the management team of East Java BAZNAS determined purposefully to uncover the implementation of productive zakat in relation to reducing urban poverty. The management teams are figures assumed to have complete information related to the theme of this study. In addition, as many as ten recipients of zakat of various programs were interviewed to capture their views about the zakat benefits. Semi-structured interface interviews were conducted in accordance with the general practice of qualitative research using the interview method (Seidman, 2019, pp. 11–12). The brief interview guide was created to direct the focus of interviews, containing global questions about how productive zakat management has been carried out in order to help reduce urban poverty. Data gathered was analysed using a model of descriptive analysis, including data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2019, p. 69).

Results and Discussion

The birth of the East Java BAZNAS branch was based on Zakat Law No. 23 of 2011. It is a step of the institutional change from a merely religious institution to a non-structural government organisation. Its establishment would reduce the tasks and work of the provincial government, especially in the social sector, such as poverty alleviation programs. The synergy of these agencies would result in the effective strategy for poverty reduction, particularly in the urban community.

The yearly potential zakat fund in East Java was around IDR15 trillion (Jajeli, 2017) compared to that nationally amounting to IDR233 trillion (Setiawan, 2019). It was expected that East Java BAZNAS contributes around IDR500 billion yearly (Rozack, 2018), but its annual realisation is as low as 1%, amounting IDR5.09 billion (Canggih, Fikriyah, & Yasin, 2017). As such the realisation was mostly obtained from the zakat of civil servants (PNS) in the East Java Provincial Government. The civil servants are obliged to spare 2.5% of their monthly incentives rather than their main salaries for paying professional zakat.

The considerable funds collected requires a strategy of professional and innovative utilisation of zakat which would lead to a greater impact in improving the welfare of the poor community as well as eradicating poverty (Arif, 2017; Ariyani, 2016). Productive utilisation of zakat needs to be supported to the maximum. However, according to the BAZNAS management, the
utilisation of zakat funds for productive economic programs at East Java BAZNAS still depends on the allocation for other programs. For example, when a humanitarian fund is low, the proportion given to productive economic activities will be high. Conversely, when the needs and allocations for humanitarian funds are high, the allocation to the productive economy is low. However, in subsequent years, allocations for productive economic programs tend to be stable at 10% of the annually collected zakat.

East Java BAZNAS collects ZIS funds and allocates them for several core programs, including East Java Smart (scholarships for elementary to higher education students), East Java Healthy (health services for the poor community), East Java Caures (assistance for disaster), and East Java Taqwa (financial support for dakwah programs). The specifically designed program for poverty alleviation and the transformation of mustahiq to muzakki status is East Java Makmur (Prosperity), which is implemented in two approaches (Baznas Jatim, 2020).

The first approach is the provision of work equipment. It is an assistance program by freely giving work tools to mustahiq for starting or developing a business, such as an air compressor for tire patches, storefronts, raw craft materials, and selling carts for street vendor. In 2016, the empowerment program for Surabaya poor community with the scheme of work tools assistance reached about IDR5 billion for 3,947 micro enterprises which spread in East Java regions. In Surabaya area alone, there are about 493 micro businesses supported by this program.

Giving various work equipment is appropriate due to skill diversity among the poor. In addition, with work tools people can earn money to free themselves from poverty traps. All of the recipients agree that this approach is useful in helping them start new business activity. Research on zakat in relation to reducing poverty concludes that enhancing the distribution of zakat for productive type would increase its impact in alleviating poverty (Ardiani, 2020; Saad & Abdullah, 2014; Wicaksono, 2019). Providing working tools could also be considered as a better mechanism than giving unconditional cash. Some studies show that although providing unconditional cash transfer in the short term is useful to the poor, it has led to an increased dependency on government assistance, (Akib & Risfaisal, 2016) an expectation to more assistance, (Setyawardani, Paat, & Lesawengen, 2020) reduced productivity, and increased consumptive behaviour.

The second model is revolving fund aid, amounting to IDR600 million every year and has been operating for about two decades, starting in 2006. It is a kind of a productive zakat distribution using qarḍ ḥasan financing mechanism. This aid is the provision of capital loans without interest for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in the East Java region, accompanied by business assistance and religious mentors for activities in groups as well as channelling and coaching partners.
This program is aimed at avoiding an interest system emanating from credit loans and to break the trap of moneylenders widespread amidst the economically disadvantaged people. With the revolving capital aid, the business of mustahīq can be expected to develop. From their business profit, mustahīq can be trained in infaq (charity giving) in addition to develop their sense of responsibility for the loan funds received. Mustahīq who receive revolving capital loan must meet certain requirements; first, they must form a group with 5-10 people who act honestly in running their business; second, their business has been running for at least 6 months and prospective, and third, they are willing to be coached and supervised by the BAZNAS. The training provided for the receivers usually covers business management and development.

The revolving capital loans are distributed in three stages. For micro business, for example, the first instalment is IDR1.000.000, the second IDR2.000.000, and the third IDR3.000.000, for each mustahīq. After the third stage, East Java BAZNAS conducts an assessment of the mustahīq business progress. When the mustahīq business has developed, the revolving capital assistance is stopped and allocated to other mustahīq. They are obliged to return the loan funds to amil gradually within eleven months starting from the second month after receiving revolving funds. Nominal return instalments are flat/fixed every month and accompanied by paying infāq or şadaqāh with the amount being unspecified. This mechanism is to train mustahīq to become accustomed to şadaqāh. Previously, the fund aid provided by East Java BAZNAS was in the form of grant. But this grant program turned out to result in the borrowers being irresponsibly to the business they develop. Consequently, the capital given was often used up unnecessarily. A non-interest loan system has made entrepreneurs more responsible for their business as they are obliged to pay back the debt. A revolving fund loan system can help many MSMEs develop even better.

The fact that East Java BAZNAS provides work equipment and revolving capital loans can be interpreted to have implemented a "zakat budget surplus system." According to Mas'ud and Muhammad (2005, p. 34) the zakat budget surplus system is the total amount of zakat revenue greater than the total distribution of zakat. In other words, zakat funds collected are not distributed in total; some are distributed and the remainder is for savings which would be used as a source of funding for productive economy. This pattern has three models: zakat certificate, in kind and revolving fund. Zakat certificate is intended as a substitute for handover of zakat cash, where zakat funds by amil zakat institutions are invested in industries allowing for absorbing labour from the poor. If they can work, they will get a steady source of income. The profits from the industry can be channelled again to the eight asnāf (Nafiah, 2015).

The in-kind model is a zakat management system where the allocation of zakat funds distributed to mustahīq is not in the form of money but in the form of production tools such as machinery or livestock needed by economically weak people who have the desire to be productive, both for those who just initiate a business and who want to expand their current business. The revolving fund type is implemented by positioning zakat funds as loan funds that
must be returned either with or without profit sharing. The spirit of this system is to encourage the poor to make a serious effort in their businesses. By this system, in the following years, they would no longer be recipients of zakat, but rather the givers of zakat.

Several studies have found the effectiveness of implementing revolving fund patterns in improving the welfare of recipients, at least its ability to meet the basic needs of mustahīq such as increased income, productivity, and food sufficiency (Ningrum, 2016). Research using RoI (Return on Investments) analysis to see whether the initial capital of revolving loan funds yields profits found that revolving funds have been effective in providing benefits of loan recipients (Hidayat & Rusdarti, 2016). International research into the implementation of revolving funds in rural communities has found that revolving funds have a positive impact on poverty reduction (Davidson & Ørskov, 2010).

It appears that the use of a revolving fund pattern in the distribution of productive zakat by the East Java BAZNAS can be said to be appropriate and effective. It is expected that the use of productive revolving funds can help improve the economy of mustahīq and the economy of the weak community and help the government in improving the country's economy. Productive zakat has a significant influence in various aspects of the ummah lives, including in their economy, morality, and well-being (Sulaiman, 2003). In addition, there is generally a positive correlation of zakat and the improvement of the poor wellbeing (Rini, Fatimah, & Purwanti, 2020).

**Conclusions**

The management of zakat in Indonesia has shifted from traditional to modern and from consumptive to productive. The potential of zakat in Indonesia is huge due to the majority of the population being Muslim. In Islam, zakat is an institution that distributes a portion of the wealth of the rich to the entitled. In this context, zakat denotes a double dimension: vertical worship (obedience to God) and horizontal worship (participation in improving human quality). BAZNAS was established to collect and distribute zakat of Indonesian Muslims with a more productive approach, so that it has the ability to improve the welfare of the community. In distributing productive zakat related to poverty alleviation East Java BAZNAS applies two main models: the provision of work equipment to mustahīq and revolving capital loans both for mustahīq who are just running a business and who need venture capital to improve their business. The productive distribution of zakat carried out by East Java BAZNAS is effective in improving the welfare of mustahīq and reducing their poverty level. The findings of this study are consistent with those from previous empirical studies that were done elsewhere, e.g., Ayuniyyah, Pramanik, & Saad (2018), Kasri (2016), and Rini, Fatimah, & Purwanti (2020). This study suggests that there could be another better mechanism in distributing zakat fund for a maximum impact on the recipients. These good practices in the productive distribution of zakat may be implemented by other zakat agencies.
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